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of pharmacy leaders say
that inventory management
is the biggest opportunity
of cost savings.
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WHAT PARTICIPANTS HAD TO SAY:
“Before we had our carousels, we had to do our inventory manually. The carousels give us an immediate
count of what we have. The carousel just gives us a better, immediate view of what we have in our inventory
and of our usage reports so that we can cut back on the things we don't use much. That allows us to
reduce costs.”

“Aside from improving efficiency, pharmacy automation can help minimize medication
spending by allowing providers to optimize inventory tracking and thus minimize how
much inventory they have. Talyst is a standout in this area. Talyst customers tie their
ability to reduce medication spending to the reduction in medication waste that is
facilitated by the system’s inventory control management. ‘Talyst’s system is very effective
and helps us control and reduce inventory. We have less expired medication’ was the
response from one survey.”
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WHAT PARTICIPANTS HAD TO SAY:

“Our implementation with Talyst
over a year ago reduced our
inventory substantially. We took
$250,000 out of our inventory
when we did that”
“Talyst provides accurate data
when their product is used the
way it is supposed to be used”
“When we went to Talyst, we
moved to a single formulary
across the system to whittle
down the size of the inventory.”
“The central pharmacy automation
has all but eliminated the tedium
in our work flow and is both more
accurate and faster.”

“Because of the manner in
which we use the AutoCarousel,
especially at our large hospitals,
we now have centralized
distribution. Those hospitals are
doing bin fills from the pharmacy
every day. Here, we have
decentralized distribution with
Pyxis cabinets. We don’t have
the carousels. There is a lot of
scanning of individual products,
especially for bin fills, and the
process is not automated. So there
is movement in the pharmacy
to get dispensing done and to get
the appropriate items scanned in
and out of the Talyst tools.”

“Our staff productivity is
improved by our Talyst carousel.
One person can order and
another can pick and pack.”
“Talyst’s system is very effective
and helps us control and reduce
inventory. We have less
expired medication”
“Because of the integration
between the RxStation and the
Talyst inventory control product,
we can find the information we
need in one spot.”

TALYST is a leader in medication inventory management.
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